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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Tuesday, September 29,1987

Schroeder
withdraws
candidacy
DENVER (AP) - A tearful
Rep. Patricia Schroeder announced yesterday she will not
enter the race for the 1988 Democratic presidential nomination, saying "I could not figure
out how to run and not be separated from those I served."
Schroeder, a veteran of 15
years in Congress, had spent
nearly four months testing her
potential political and financial
support, and her announcement
stunned supporters who gathered at noon in the outdoor
Greek Theater in Denver's Civic
Center Park.
"I learned a lot about America
and I learned a lot about Pat
Schroeder (this summer).
That's why I will not be a candidate for president. I could not
figure out how to run," she said.
For a few moments, she was
overcome with emotion and
could not speak. Her husband,
Jim, who stood beside her at the
podium, urged her to "take a
minute, take a minute" to comEose herself before continuing
er statement.
After wiping her face with a
handkerchief, she continued, "I
could not figure out how to run
and not be separated from those
I served. There must be a way,
but I haven't figured it out yet.
"I could not bear to turn every
human contact into a photo opportunity."
Irene Natividad, chairwoman
of National Women's Political
Caucus, said Schroeder had

made "a smart, pragmatic political decision. I think it was the
right thing to do."
Natividad said, "I'm grateful
she went out there and Kind of
broke the door down as far as
women being considered as serious presidential candidates."
Sen. Paul Simon of Illinois,
one of five announced Democratic candidates, called Schroeder
"a respected national leader
whose views will help shape the
course for America.'
"Pat and I are very close on
the key issues. I will welcome
her counsel in the months
ahead," Simon said.
Two weeks ago, Schroeder,
who coined the term "Teflon
Eiident" to refer to President
gan, said, "The minute I
start talking to anybody professional in Washington, I start
shuddering. They start talking
about how you have to look
Eresidential, how you've got to
ave at least 10 guys around you
and they've got to be giving
everybody body checks and
throwing them out of the way."
Her decision leaves five announced candidates and one
unannounced contender in the
Democratic field. Rep. Richard
Gephardt of Missouri, Sens. Simon of Illinois and Albert Gore
of Tennessee, Massachusetts
Gov. Michael Dukakis and former Arizona Gov. Bruce Babbitt
have declared their candidacies,
and civil rights activist Jesse
Jackson plans to formally enter
the race next month.

Homecoming royalty
Cassandra Madden, senior interpersonal and public communications
major, and Michael Juris, senior marketing major, are crowned

BG News/Mark'
homecoming queen and king before a crowd of 18,054 at Saturday's
Bowling Green-Western Michigan football game. They were selected
from a field of ten finalists.

WFAL to move to FM dial Tech degree
considered

by Michelle Kramer
reporter

WFAL, the University's AM
radio station, will no longer be
restricted to residence halls as
of Friday Oct. 2, and the possibility of putting it on FM radio
will be closer to reality, said Michael Cooney, WFAL station
manager.
The station will have the opportunity to broadcast offcampus and go to an FM channel as part of Wood Cable TV's
cable package on campus.
WFAL will be played as the

"Last fall we reached the agreement to
install cable at the University and to use
WFAL for the background to Channel 14."
-- Lawrence Miller

background sound on Channel
14, the electronic program
Buide, for cable customers in
owling Green and Portage.
Station promotions director
Darlene Shutty said this will increase WFAL's possible
listenership from 8,000 to 45,000
people.
Lawrence Miller, general
manager of Wood Cable TV, said

executives from WFAL approached him last spring to ask
about putting their station on as
background music to Channel 5,
the community bulletin board
channel.
"This led to negotiations between the University and Wood
Cable to put cable in for the
whole campus as well as to use
WFAL for background music,"

he said. "Last fall we reached
the agreement to install cable at
the University and to use WFAL
for the background to Channel
14."
Also, the station's executives
are negotiating arrangements
with Wood Cable TV to put
WFAL on FM radio.
Miller said the cable system
has the capacity to put WFAL on
an FM radio channel. The University will have to purchase
and install special equipment
first, and these arrangements
are being negotiated now.
See WFAL, page 3.

Campus cable sales low
by Beth Thomas
assistant managing editor

Wood Cable TV's cable service has been
purchased in less than 8 percent of the residence hall rooms equipped with cable lines,
so the company will soon offer discounted
fees to encourage sales.
Larry Miller, general manager for Wood
Cable TV, said the company is planning on
reducing its installation fee from $20 to $10
and will be offering free service for a short
time to new subscribers.
This promotion will begin Oct. 1 and continue until Oct. 16, and anyone who buys the

Tuesday
nUndergraduate Student Government would like to bring presidential
candidates to campus, see story page 3.
DA lack of student interest is plaguing the campus group AFRICA, see story
page 3.
[JMines blocked a key Persian Culf
channel yesterday, see story page 4.
□ Former BG quarterback Brian
McClure is unsure whether he will play
for a non-union NFL team, see story
pages.

service in that time will receive the discounted installation fee and will have free service
until Oct. 20, he said. Also, Home Box Office
can be added to existing cable for no extra
installation fee.
The regular price for monthly service is
$11 for basic service and $20 for basic service with HBO included.
Miller said there will still be a $25 deposit
if a converter box is needed.
Wood Cable TV installed cable outlets in
3,100 rooms, but only 400 have been put to
use by students. All residence halls and
fraternity and sorority houses except Prout
Hall and Harshman Quadrangle have the

cable lines.
"Sales are a little less than our projections
were," he said. "We've been a little surprised at the acceptance."
He said sales were high during the first
five days of the semester when Wood Cable
TV had representatives on campus, and
about 220 subscriptions were sold.
Now students who want cable service have
to go to the company's office at 118 N. Main
St.
Miller said 10 to 12 new subscriptions are
purchased every day, and he expects sales
to continue.
"We're slowly coming to what we anticipated," he said.

Lima program proposed
by Linda Hoy
wire editor

A University bachelor of science degree in manufacturing technology will be offered in the Lima area if the Ohio Board of Regents
approves the proposal passed earlier this month by the Board of
Trustees.
Four pilot courses in this degree have been offered since last year
with great success, Ramona Cormier, dean of continuing education
and summer programs, said.
Pilot courses test the feasibilty of a program. Students attending
these pilot courses performed very well and regularly attended
class, she said.
The degree program will be geared to non-traditional students
who are employed in full-time jobs, but anyone living in the Lima
area who has an associate's degree, preferably in the technology
field, will be eligible to enroll, she said.
The program was devised "to meet the needs of people who find it
difficult to come to campus," the dean said.
These are people who need more education to upgrade their skills
or to meet the objectives of their company and keep up with the
changing world of technology, she said.
In many cases a company will be paying for an employee's schooling, Cormier said.
The University Board of Trustees approved the proposal at its
Sept. 11 meeting, the dean said. Information on the degree is being
prepared and will be sent to the Ohio Board of Regents in the coming
weeks.
Cormier added that the program will offer two courses in the fall
and spring semesters and one course in the summer.
Each course will be held for eight weeks. The bachelor's degree
should take about three years to complete if a student follows the
schedule of five courses per year, she said.
See Program, page 3.

News in Brief
Vr»tf»r HrivP unHpru/av
vuici til ivc unuci way
The Undergraduate Student Government is holding a voter registration drive in various locations
on campus this week.
The registration locationsare:
D The Commons Diniruj Hall, 4:30-6 p.m. today.
DKreischer Dining Hall, 11:45 a.m. -1 p.m. today and noon -1 p.m. tomorrow,
: Founders Dining Hall, 4:30-6 p.m. Thursday,
D McDonald Dining Hall, 4:30-6p.m. Thursday,
; Prout Dining HaU, 11:30 a.m.-1p.m. today.

Dave Robinson, USG president, said students do
not have to register for a particular party to vote in
the general election voting, but can if they would
like to.
...
Don l<3W
law maV
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y
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COLUMBUS (AP) — A new state law designed
to control vicious dogs likely will be challenged by
a man who was charged with involuntary manslaughter after his dogs mauled a 2-year-old girl, a
prosecutor said.

"The statute's complex. Nobody's ever tried this
before. It takes in a lot of ground," said Dave
Johnson, an assistant Franklin County prosecutor.
Kenneth Ferguson, 32, who lives in the same
apartment complex as did the victim, was being
held in the FraKkUn County Jail on a charge of involuntary manslaughter after his two does — a pit
bull and a rottweiler — attacked and killed Shannon Tucker on Sunday.
A preliminary hearing was set for Oct. 6. in
Franklin County Municipal Court.
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Joke defeats
USG purpose
The Undergraduate Student Government elections held two weeks ago attracted 75 students
— 0.4 percent of those eligible to vote.
The low turn-out allowed a student to win with
write-in votes. Problem? He didn't want the position. It was all a fraternity joke.
Something is wrong here.
A vicious cycle has started. Students don't vote
because they are not aware of the candidates. Candidates don t campaign because they have no competition. There's no competition because students
aren't interested in running. So USG can't get qualified people, and without qualified people USG
can't improve its image. And without a good image,
USG can't lure more candidates or voters.
The end result is that a joke can elect a representative.
But the joke is on the students.
USG should be the students' voice. It should represent the students' needs and wants to the other
governing bodies in the University. It should provide a forum for student concerns. It should offer
leadership and guidance.
But until someone takes action and stops this
vicious cycle, USG can't accomplish anything. It's
just spinning its wheels.
There's no sense in assigning blame. Some will
say student apathy. Some will say poor organization. Everyone can pass the buck to someone. It's
the easy thing to do.
But the "easy out" leaves the students without
proper representation.
The students and USG need to stop pointing fingers and start looking at what they can do to solve
the problem. The students need to realize that USG
is their forum, their tool. They need to realize that
the only way to effect a change is to get involved.
And USG has to show students that it is worthy of
their trust and involvement. It may not be fair, but
this administration has the burden of shining up
USG's tarnished image. And the only way that can
be done is with hard work and results.

Cat tale lends fishy story
A few years ago I happened to
have a cat I didn't need. It had
been brought home by my
youngest issue. He feared it
would freeze in the 55 degrees
and sunshine.
Since I was already providing
food and shelter for a large
group of creatures—including
pets, children and women—I did
not want any more.
I offered it around, but none of
my neighbors wanted the
cat—or any of the children.
So I decided to write a column,
offering the cat to anyone who
would give it a nice home.
In hopes of stimulating a fast
response, I wrote that il somebody did not take the cat off my
hands in a few days, I would give
it to a friend of mine who kept a
tank full of piranhas, those tiny
South American fish that have
sharp teeth.
I wrote at the time: "If somebody doesn't, little children, it
will be snap, snap, gobble,
gobble, right down to his curly
tail."
The response was gratifying.
Thousands of children went into
sobbing hysteria.
For days my phone rang continually and I heard from hundreds of weeping little tots who
Eleaded with me not to feed the
ittytothefish.
I also heard from angry parents who said I should be
ashamed of myself for frightening poor little children.
One mother said her little boy
had awakened during the night
from a terrible dream about the
bad piranha fish. He must have

The name DOES count
By Scott Munn

I became an uncle recently,
which, as an unplanned event, is
considerably better than becoming a father.
My older sister had a boy.
She's all right, he's all right,
the father's all right.
The child's name is Nathaniel.
But that's not what they call
him.
They call him Bubba.
I assume that's how it's spelled; I haven't yet consulted a
name dictionary. It's got to be
close.
At this point in his young life,
it probably fits. His first attempts at speech are likely to
sound similar to his nickname,
and that's, uh, cute. I've not
seen him yet, but I'm sure he's
also very, uh, cute.
But he won't be for long.
He might grow up to find himself extraordinarily handsome,
maybe a lady-killer (well,
maybe not—he is blood). He
might become a doctor, a lawyer, the president, maybe even a
college drop-out like his uncle.
The future's bright, as it always
seems before you've gone ahead
and actually slushed through it.
Hopefully he'll become
whatever he wants to, climb his
own personal ladder to the very
top and punch a hole in the sky.
Anything, anything, just as long
as he doesn't "be all that he can
be." Better he should be a bit
more original.
For a while all will go well for
Nathaniel. He won't be worried
about law or medical school,
he'll just be growing like a weed,
as kids have a habit of doing.
Habits.
We all have them, start them

It matters not if her husband did the
christening or if she did, and there's no
sense blaming anybody for — this.

without much contemplation,
hold on to them until they're old
friends. Some habits can kill
you; most aren't quite so harmful. That all depends on your definition of "harmful."
Here's mine: being called Bubba for the rest of your natural
life.
No, Nathaniel won't be, uh,
cute for long. But his
mother—my dear, dear sister
(and I need both of those; she
may read this someday)—has
acquired a habit that will last
long past the magical spell of
her child's younger years. She'll
always call him Bubba, at least
in her heart.
It matters not if her husband
did the christening or if she did,
and there's no sense blaming
anybody for—this. They had the
best of intentions. We all do at
first.
I'm very concerned.
Think. Think about how a man
sometimes grows into his name,
fills its dimensions with his attributes, carries it ahead of himself like a banner and sometimes even inscribes it on his
pen pocket-protector. Imagine
the burgeoning vistas, the grandeur that will be his until he first
drops his strained spinach into
poppa's dry-cleaned lap and is
told "Bad Bubba. Bad," and
understands the difference between that and, say, "Bad Nathaniel. Bad." The yawning void.
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Too young, you exclaim? He's
too impossibly young to know
the difference? Don't you bet on
it. Just last week, I'm told, Inarranged his alphabet blocks
into the words defamation of
character." You're never too
young to have the subtle understanding that the wool is somehow, in some way being pulled
over your eyes.
T.S. Eliot once offered that a
cat has three different names,
and I offer this thought to you,
Nathaniel. The minute all this
hits you, choose yourself your
own, private name and never let
it go. For your teachers, your
friends and your loved ones will
call you Bubba, I'll call you
Nathaniel, but you... you can
fool us all.
Just so you know that
someone's looking out for you.
Munn, a freelance writer (especially the "free"part), is living in New York City because,
among other reasons, he's 600
miles from family retribution.

been a slow kid. At his age I was
having pretty good dreams
about bad girls.
Another woman called to berate me because her daughter
wouldn't eat supper. "She won't
eat," the woman said, "until she
knows you haven't fed the cat to
the fish."
"Of course I haven't," I said.
"Well, tell that to my
daughter," she said.
The girl came on the phone
and said: "Did you give the cat
to the fish?"
"Sure," I said.
"Waaaah!" she said.
Well, if the kid doesn't want to
eat supper, that's her hard luck.
Finally the furor died down,
the children dried their tears
and ate their supper, and the
little old ladies stopped picking
on me.
But recently the phone rang,

and it was a little kid asking me
if I had fed the kitty to the fish.
Holy smoke, I thought, the kid
has been worrying for all these
years. He must have ulcers and
gray hair.
But when I talked to him, I
realized what had happened.
That column was among a few
dozen that a publisher tossed
into book form. The paperback
edition is now floating around,
and the book publisher didn't
have the sense to delete my
phone number, which I had included in the column when I
tried to get rid of the cat.
And since parents don't have
enough sense to keep low and
harmful books out of the hands
of their children, an entirely new
generation of little children is
going into sobbing hysterics.
Once again I am getting phone
calls ana tiny voices are plead-

77ie News reserves the right to
reject any material that is
offensive, malicious or libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall

Royko is a columnist for the
Chicage Tribune.
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Letters
Codes of (JS society
change over time
I have never written a letter to
the editor before. Quite frankly,
I nave never been moved to do
so. Call me apathetic or call me
lazy but the urge, or should I say
the anger, has never come upon
me. However, a letter in the
Sept. 23 issue of The BG News
has prompted me to do the unthinkable, actually write in and
voice my opinion.
Christopher Paydock, in his
letter to the News, has attacked
a very sacred right of the American people. This is the right to
individuality and to live outside
the norm. I think that it is extremely pathetic and weak of a
person to grade another person
on the basis of gender preference, feminist ideals or their
feelings on abortion. Individuals
have so many more really wonderful qualities inside them that
mean much more than who they
choose to love or how they
protest their status.
Mr. Paydock, you claim that

Founding Fathers, though it
would be a lie to say they were
unaware of them, but you must
face the fact that their rules of
conduct cannot and must not be
inflicted on today's people.

homosexuals, feminists and
"other activists are selfishly
screaming for their 'freedoms'." But who is really being
selfish here? These others who
are simply trying to be true to
themselves and living their lives
in the way they choose to, the
very basis of our way of life in
America, or you, someone who
wants to inflict his own antiSuated morality and values on
lose who want no part of them.

If you choose to live in a fantasy and believe that the Founding Fathers were paragons of
virtue and that they truly had an
inside track on proper codes of
morality and values, then please
give my regards to Mother
Goose and the Tooth Fairy. I
prefer to live in a world where
men and women have the right
to live as they choose, as long as
it truly does not harm anyone
else.
Let's face it, who is anyone
really harming if they choose to
commit homosexual acts with a
consenting adult or if they
protest the injustices done to
women? They are living for
themselves, not a tired out code
of morality that should have
been dumped along with all
other useless garbage.

I regret the use of the term
"antiquated." However, I fear
that it is an appropriate word
after reading your letter. You
wrote how Bork's ideologies are
"found in the roots from which
this country was founded." That
was an era where life was far
more simple and the issues not
as complex. You cannot attempt
to compare the two societies. I
agree with you that "people and
times change, but the truth remains the same!", but whose
truth are we really discussing
here? The truth as it applies to
millions of individuals or yours?
Homosexuality and feminism
were unheard of concepts for the

Stephen B. Sears
517 E. Reed St. Apt. H
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Respond
77ie BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
The editorial page regularly
features columnists who write
on a variety of topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
Additional opinions may be
expressed in letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be typewritten, double-spaced, and signed.
Address or on-campus mailbox
number along with your telephone number for verification,
must be included.
Columns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferred. These should also
be typewritten and double-sKiced. University students writg columns must provide class
rank, major and hometown.

ing with me not to let those fish
go gobble, gobble, snap, snap.
I even heard from a woman in
California, who said her child
had been traumatized by the
book. She wanted me to accept
charges for the phone call. When
I refused, she said:
"It was YOUR book!"
"Yeah," I said, "but it's your
kid."
So, once again, and once and
for all, I want to reassure all
those upset little children.
No, girls and boys, the mean
man on the newspaper did not
give the nice little kitty to the
bad fish.
I gave the little kitty to a nice
couple who live on the North
Side.
And they ate it.
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Local
'88 hopefuls sought
by Julie Wallace
copy editor
The possibility of 1988 presidential candidates speaking at the University is being examined by the Undergraduate Student
Government and by the Graduate Student
Senate.
Dave Robinson, USG president, said the
chances of bringing the candidates to the
University in the spring are "fairly good,"
but the costs involved may be an obstacle.
"We'll be speaking to various groups on
campus, in addition to the Wood County ReEublicans and Democrats for funding possiilites," Robinson said. "Apparently, if we
can't get the money, we can't have it. USG
does not have the extra funds to cover it."
That was one of the goals discussed after
the new senators were sworn in during the
first organizational meeting of USG on
Thursday. The General Assembly voted on

which goals it wants to work for this year.
Among the goals listed were working
toward curbing tuition increases, voter registration, improving the physical conditions of the University living units and increasing campus lighting.
Jim Perry, USG vice president, said the
goals would be prioritized by the next meeting so "USG can get working."
Voter registration is being approached
this week.
Jeff Lors, national, state and community
affairs coordinator, said a voter registration
drive will be set up in cafeterias and the
Union.
By increasing the number of voters registered from the University, Lore said, the
interest in the University by the presidential
candidates increases.
"They look at how many registered voters
there are on campus," he said. "According
to Wood County, we have 3,000 voters re-
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gistered but it is not entirely accurate with
people leaving and such."
The USG budget for the 1987-88 year was
also released at the meeting.
Robinson said the budget differs from past
budgets.
"In trying to get the committee system to
work, we've given each committee an
amount to work with," Robinson said. "Since
they have the money, we hope they will feel
obligated to do programs."
Robinson said the amount of money USG
has to use is "less than anticipated" and that
USG will not be able to provide funding for
other organizations on campus, as it has in
the past.
"We aren't given the money to hand out to
other organizations, but I wish we did," he
said. "I'd like to have the power to divide up
money for them, but the Board of Trustees
decided against it. We're just the student
voice now.

AFRICA lacks student interest
by Tracy Richards
reporter
AFRICA, a student group
created to fight racism,
a, is fighting another battle—a seeming
lack of student interest.
AFRICA (Americans Fighting
Racial Injustice Through Concern and Action) was storied in
the spring by the Peace Coalition, and the two groups sponsored a racial protest in response to repeated vandalism of
a shanty constructed in the

WFAL
CJ Continued from page 1.
Cooney said, "I am certain
that we will be on FM in the future, but it is difficult right now
to say exactly when."
Cooney said he was not sure
how much the new equipment
would cost, but funding would
come from the station's advertising sales. Cooney and station

Union Oval to protest apartheid
in South Africa.
Diane Docis, a 1987 University
graduate and an active member
of both AFRICA and the Peace
Coalition said the group had a
fairly strong following then.
However, this year does not
look so bright. AFRICA'S first
meeting, held Sept. 22, received
a very small turn out—four people.
AFRICA was created not as a
protest group, but as a support
group, she said.
"Idealistically it would be a

place where different races
could gather and discuss problems or ideas with others without the worry of discrimination," she said. "There aren't
many places where minority
students get together and
interact with whites. This is a
very segregated campus and
will probably continue to be so,
unless students begin to get involved."
AFRICA hopes to appeal to
more students oy reaching them
through the office of Minority
Affaire and other organizations,

Docis said.
"The general feeling at
AFRICA is that many students
interested in racial problems
are involved in some other
group and are too busy to join
AFRICA," Docis said. "I hope it
won't take more racial incidents
this year to get more people interested."
There is a meeting scheduled
tonight at 7 p.m. at the United
Christian Fellowship Church.
This meeting's turnout will
determine if AFRICA will remain on campus.

adviser Bruce Klopfenstein both
agree the best part of the cable
arrangement is the possibility it
creates for putting WFAL on FM
radio.
Klopfenstein said the system
used to transmit on AM radio
now has certain problems. That
system has been in effect since
WFAL started almost 18 years
ago.
"There is a very low-power

transmitter in each of the
dorms, and all of the metal in
the dorm structure makes the
entire building act as an antenna
for the AM station," he said.
"However, this restricts the
radio signal to the building itself, so only people who live in
the dorms can listen to WFAL.
And even their reception isn't
very good.
"Tfus is a very poor way to

transmit music."
FM radio is a better way to
broadcast music, and if WFAL
is put on an FM radio channel by
Wood Cable TV, subscribers can
get that channel on their home
stereos after purchasing and installing an FM stereo kit.
Except for a fee for purchasing the kit, there will be no additional monthly charge for using
cable audio.

65 reasons why you should teach
with software from the
Academic Courseware Exchange
AIM

Atlas and Overlav
Binary Trees
BRS Simulator
Curriculum Comparer
Drill
Event Tutor
ForthTalk Kernel
FunPlot
GeoStructures
LaserTerminal
Lesson Writer for Chemisirv Lessons

Appletones
Bibliomania
Brainchild Grade
CLR Anon - student version
Drexel Plot
Electromagneiism - Phvsics Simulations II
Factor 11: Exploratory Factor Analysis
ForthTalk Librarv
General Chemistry. Multiplan Templates
Huckel Molecular Orbitals
Lesson Writer
LogiMac
MacVoice
Matrix Algebra

MacSimplex
Mastering Statistics with Spreadsheets
Mechanics - Phvsics Simulations Volume I
Model Neuron
Molecular Editor

Modern Phvsics - Physics Simulations 111
Molecular Editor Demo
Pascal Pointers
Problem Solving Interpreter
PROSE Student
Reed Applications II
Signal Operations
SocStat
Standardizing Recipe Characteristics
Student Atlas - Counties
Sludent Adas - World
The Data Desk - student version
The TheaterGame
TLS: Transmission Line Simulator

Mozart
Personal ResumeWriter
PROSE Instructor
Reed Applications I
Scientist's Helper
Skel
SocSludv

TouchTvpe
Treaty of Versailles
Tunngs World
Animated Waves and Particles
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Program
I: Continued from page 1.
The classes will meet in the
Lima area, possibly at the Westinghouse plant or other nearby
industries depending on the
nature of the course and the facilities needed, she said.
Some classes may meet at the
Lima branch of Ohio State University or the Lima Technical
College. Cormier said courses
corresponding to the program
that are already offered by these
institutions will not be duplicated.
Each University-sponsored
course will be taught by an instructor approved by the Uni-

versity college responsible for
that course, and University faculty will probably teach many of
the courses, she said.
The courses in the program
will be duplicates of courses
offered on the University main
campus.
Since the program is backed
by the University, the Lima division of Westinghouse, the Lima
branch of OSU and Lima Technical College, it has a strong
chance of being approved by the
Regents, she said.
Cormier added that if approval is denied, students who nave
taken pilot courses in the program will have to finish their
degrees at the University main
campus.

Spotlight Entertainment: Responsibilities include planning and
presenting small musical events, such as Monday Musicians.
Programs also include mixers and outdoor concerts featuring local
and regional bands.
Travel: Functions include planning and scheduling Spring Break,
Christmas Break and one day trips. One day trips have included
shopping malls, concerts in Toledo, Cedar Point and Browns' football
games.
Applications are available at the UAO office, the 3rd floor, Union and
will be due Tues. Oct. 6 at Noon. Call 372-2343.

Winthrop Terrace Apts.

[Second "Sernester"Leasesi
•

•

1 & 2 Bedroom Apts .- Furn. & Unfurn.
Includes: Heat, Water, Full Time Maintenance

$ Rent Rebates $
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Hrs: Mon-Fri 9-8
Sat & Sun 10-4

PIZZA PARTY
FEATURING: COMBINATION, PEPPERONI, SAUSAGE
AND VEGETARIAN PIZZAS

H\ ihr time vou read this, there will be more reasons. Kinkn's raptdh growing Academic Courseware Exchange
utters educational software for the Apple" Macintosh" and Apple II famih of computers, all at costs comparable to
textbooks Call us for more information, or come in for a free catalog today
•

■ "

Toby Franks, a sophomore music education major, catches up on
some sleep during the second quarter of the football game Saturday. The game was one of the longest at Bowling Green, lasting
three hours and twenty minutes.

COMMITTEE DIRECTOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Standardizing Recipes and Ingredients
Student Atlas -1SA
Test and Questionnaire Construction Kit
The SmallGol Compiler
The Would-Be Gentleman
Tools for Writers
Transforms. Windows. Modulation.
Trial Quiz
Venn: A Phdosphy Tutor

BG News Mike McCune

Oh the excitement!

THIN/CHICAGO STYLE CRUSTS PIZZAS
ALL
-UCAN
EAT!!!

$2 DONATION
Friday, October 2

ALL
-UCAN
EAT!!!

8pm-12mid., ICE ARENA LOUNGE

113 Railroad St.

S^poniered ou (iraduate student Senate

354-3977

ENTERTAINMENT: Disc Jockey Jerry Holden
• Appli and Macintosh arc tradamarlU) ol Apple Computer Inc.

• car! today for a free catalog

"TOP 40
H|TS*

Elsewhere
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Mines block gulf channel
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) Mines blocked a key shipping
channel in the southern Persian
Gulf yesterday, and sources said
the U.S. Navy suspected Iran
was avenging the Navy attack
on an Iranian minelayer.
A Pentagon official said in
Washington that the Navy might
attack any vessel it determined
to be carrying mines, even if it
was not caught laying the explosives in international waters.
White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said the rules of
engagement had not changed,
and a senior administration official said the rules did not include
pre-emptive strikes.
But a Pentagon source said
the rules already were fairly

broad.
"The key is finding hard evidence, conclusive evidence, that
mines are aboard the ship," he
said. "If we have it pinneddown
that a ship is in international
waters and carrying mines, then
we might move in.
Another well-informed source
said the Navy was "looking at
options" on dealing with "intensified" Iranian activities in the
area.
One U.S. military source said
the mine threat was putting a
serious burden on the Navy.
"We are tracking a whole lot
of vessels to see if they are minelayers," he said. "Our resources
are being stretched out to the
limit."
The sources spoke on condi-

tion of anonymity.
The commander of naval forces for Iran's Revolutionary
Guards, Mohsen Rezaie, said
Iran would attack a U.S. frigate
to retaliate for last Monday's
capture of the Iran Air, which
the Navy said it caught in the act
of laying mines.
His comment was reported by
Iran's official Islamic Republic
News Agency, which gave no
direct quotes.
The agency, monitored in CyKrus, quoted Iranian navy chief
ear Adm. Mohammad Hussein
Malekzadegan as saying, "Moslem combatants are ready to
teach American Marines a lesson they will never forget."
As many as six mines were
spotted about 20 miles off the

busy United Arab Emirates port
of Dubai, said gulf-based snipping and salvage executives.
But U.S. military sources said
the destroyer USS Kidd reported
"possible" sightings of only
three such mines.
The London-based Lloyd's
Shipping Intelligence Unit issued a notice pinpointing an
area several miles square that it
said should be ''considered
mined."
The gulf-based shipping executives, speaking on condition of
anonymity, said shippers were
trying to find ways to steer
around the danger zone, but that
it would remain closed to navigation until it was swept clear of
mines.

Conflict over Bork continues
WASHINGTON (AP) - Public opinion
polls that show growing opposition to Supreme Court nominee Robert Bork touched
off heated remarks yesterday at Bork's Senate confirmation hearings and at the White
House.
A Republican member of the Senate Judiciary Committee said some pollsters have
been "utterly detestable" in framing questions designed to undermine President Reagan's court nominations. And Reagan
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater accused Democrats of trying to turn the Bork nomination into a "special interest-led public referendum."
Senate Democrats said they had nothing to
do with the polls and would make up their
minds based on Bork's qualifications.
As the third week of hearings began,
meanwhile, testimony continued to reflect
deep divisions over Bork among scholars,
lawyers and public officials.
Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph
Biden, D-Del., said he hoped the panel can
conclude its work and vote on the nomination by the middle of next week.

Among witnesses testifying yesterday:
—Former Sen. Thomas Eagleton, D-Mo.,
testified, "Judge Bork's views are vintage
George III," referring to the British king
whose heavy-handed treatment of his American subjects triggered the U.S. revolution.
"When it's a dispute between the president
and Congress, where Judge Bork is concerned, the president is always right and Congress should always be deprived of the
power to challenge him in court, even in
matters of deep institutional conflict,"
Eagleton said.
—Griffin Bell, attorney general under
President Carter, said he supports Bork to
succeed retired Justice Lewis Powell.
Bork "is a conservative. But he's principled and rational," Bell said. "I don't think
lip Kurland, a former colleague of Bork, said
the Reagan administration chose him for the
high court to advance its right-wing agenda.
"The claim that Bork is a middle-of-the
road jurist...was an afterthought and without much, if any, basis in fact," Kurland
said.
Bell touched off a clamor over the polls
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when he said it would be a mistake for senators to pay much attention to public opinion.
"The Senate ought to rise above all this,"
Bell said. "It's one of the worst things going
on in this country. People don't know as
much (about Bork) as the committee."
Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, a strong Bork
defender, also had sharp criticism.
He charged that a survey on last year's
Reagan appointment of William Rehnquist
to be chiefjustice was "utterly detestable."
he'd wear anyone's collar. He's searching
and growing all the time."
—Jewel LaFontant, a deputy solicitor
general under Bork in 1973, said that when
she joined his office no other women were in
high positions there and "a secretary told
me, 'The other deputies were meeting regularly and you were not included.'"
LaFontant said she complained to Bork,
and starting the next day she was "bombarded" with invitations to meetings. It was at
these sessions, she said, that cases were assigned to various deputies for argument before the Supreme Court.

News Briefs
120 killed in mudslide
MEDELI.IN, Colombia
(AP) — An avalanche of red
mud and rock killed at least
120 people, including 43 children, when it thundered down
a Colombian mountainside
and onto a slum area, officials said yesterday.
Some residents estimated
up to 500 people were missing
in the scores of buried shacks.
At least seven of the children killed were attending

first Holy Communion parties
when buried under the landslide Sunday in Villa Tina, an
impoverished area of the industrial city of Medellin.
Exhausted workers dug
through 20 feet of mud looking
for survivors and bodies yesterday. Slum dwellers wandered through the area
searching for dead or missing
relatives. Other residents
tried to find belongings lost in
the mudslide.

B-1B bomber crashes
LA JUNTA, Colo. (AP)— A
B-1B bomber with six people
aboard crashed yesterday in
a ball of orange flame in the
Colorado prairie, but three
crew members parachuted to
safety, authorities said.
The fate of the other crew
members was not immediately disclosed. It was the
first crash of a regular production model of the B-1B, the
nation's newest long-range

strategic bomber.
The survivors were flown to
a hospital at Peterson Air
Force Base east of Colorado
Springs, said base spokesman
Sgt. Warren Wright. Authorities withheld information on them pending notification of relatives.
The plane went down two
miles south of La Junta at
9:34 a.m., said Capt. Dave
Thurston of SAC command
headquarters in Omaha, Neb.

Iranian clergyman shot
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) —
A relative of Ayatollah Hussein Ali Montazeri, the designated successor of Iranian
leader Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, was executed by a
firing squad in Tehran at
dawn yesterday, Iran's official radio reported.
Mehdi Hashemi, a clergyman who ran Montazeri's of-

fice in the holy city of Qom
until last October, had been
charged and convicted of being "corrupt on earth," the
most serious crime under the
Islamic Shariaa, or Islamic
law.
The Tehran radio broadcast said the death sentence
was carried out at 6 a.m. yesterday.

Think of Us!

BOWLING GREEN'S
FULL LINE FLORIST
•
•
•
•
•

Floral & Gift Shop
Foliage Plants and Hanging Baskets
Green Plant Supplies
Garden Center and Nursery
STUDENTS • Feel Free to Come Out and
Walk Through Our Greenhouses

Mon - Frl 8 - 5:30
Sat 8-4
Sun 12 - 4

Napoleon at S. College
Phone 353-8381

STERLING
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One Price!
Buy A pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $||988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113
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352-2533
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Sports
WMCJ spoils Falcons' Homecoming
"LEVEL THE
DEVELS"
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Bowling GrMn Bavarag*.

Otten a
biq 'hit'
in loss

BG fooled again
in 34-27 defeat

by Jeff McSherry

One by one, Bowling Green's "Homecoming Court" stepped onto
Doyt Perry Field.
First, we noticed Michael Juris — voted king to reign o'er the flatland for the upcoming year. Then we gazed at Juris' better half,
Cassandra Madden —appointed as the University's newfound answer to Queen Elizabeth II.
And last — winning the nomination as BG's court jester — we
beheld those gridiron gagsters, the Falcon football team.
For the third consecutive week, BG fooled everyone and did what
they weren't supposed to do. Unfortunately for the Falcons, Saturday's bombshell was a dud — a 34-27 loss to underdog Western Michigan.
A comedy of errors — four fumbles, three interceptions and two
missed field goals — spelled doom for the Falcons, who dropped to
1-3 overall and 1-1 in the Mid-American Conference.
BG coach Moe Ankney hasn't conceded the "least likely to succeed" category to his team yet, but after BG's first conference loss,
the future appears bleak unless things change soon.
"Our problem right now is we're not a good enough team to win
(the MAC)," Ankney said. "But there's still seven games left and we
can get right back in it if we put a couple of victories together in the
conference."
If Saturday's game is any indication of their destiny, the Falcons
will be fortunate to win a couple games all season.
Despite having excellent field position five times during the first
G See Jester, page 7.

by Tom Skernlvitz
assistant sports editor

sports editor

The life of a fullback is far
from glamorous. These are men
of steel —the guys who play
every down, blocking their
hearts out for others so they can
wallow in the limelight. It's a
thankless job, and seldom are
they noticed.
But in Bowling Green's 34-27
loss to Western Michigan Saturday, it was hard not to notice
Mike Otten. Otten, the Falcon's
fullback, was one of the few
bright spots in the "Homecoming defeat.
He was BG's leading receiver
with seven receptions for 68
yards and the game's top rusher
with 72 yards on seven carries —
59 of those yards came on fake
punt Otten turned into a touchD See Otten, page 7.

BG News/Mark Thalman
BG fullback Mike Otten tries avoiding two Western Michigan defenders in Saturdays 34-27 loss to the Broncos.
Otten led the Falcons in both rushing and receiving yardage and also ran a fake-punt for a 59 yard touchdown
in the third quarter.

McClure unsure Irish dominate
of status in NFL spikers in three
by Jeff McSherry
sports editor

Brian McClure, former Bowling Green quarterback released
by the Buffalo Bills in the
preseason, has not decided if he
will play for a non-union team in
the National Football League
this season.
"I don't
think I'm going to play as
of today,"
McClure said
Sunday. "I
think the
players are
striking for
reasons that
are going to McClure
help me some day.
''But if the money the NFL
teams offer me is real good, I
may re-evaluate my situation."
McClure, who was released by
the Bills in September after one
year with the team, said he
should know "within the next
few days" whether or not he will
play in the NFL this season. If
he does sit out 1987, he said he
hopes to sign with a team next
year. McClure is currently
working out at his home in Ravenna,Ohio.
Free agency is the major
reason the NFL Player's Association has called for a strike. A

player could only become a free
agent after four years in the
league.
But for McClure, the strike is
not about free agency.
"Free agency is only going to
help a handful of players like an
Elway or Marino, McClure
said. "When their contracts run
out they'll be able to talk to other
teams and barter for more
money."
McClure said he is more interested in "the little things".
Items such as increasing roster
sizes from 45 to 49 which will increase his chances of making a
team next year, and pension
benefits are of importance to
him.
McClure and his agent, Leigh
Steinberg, have been contacted
by the Bills, Miami Dolphins,
New York Jets, Philadelphia
Eagles, and the Houston Oilers
about playing for their "scab"
squads.
"Teams are now starting to
offer more money for players
because they are having trouble
getting teams together,"
McClure said. Some of
McClure's former teammates at
BG have already signed with
non-union teams. They are:
wide receiver Greg Meehan
(Cincinnati Bengals), WR Stan
Hunter and defensive back Sean
, See McClure, page 7.

by Andy Woodard
sports reporter

Inconsistency will often
send a team down to defeat.
That was the exact reason
the Bowling Green volleyball
was defeated by Notre Dame
15-13, 15-9, 15-9, Saturday
afternoon in Anderson Arena.
The loss was BG's second
straight three-came loss after
losing at Michigan a week
ago. The Falcons are now 10-4
overall, while Notre Dame
rises to 10-2.
BG had leads in all three
games, including 13-11 in the
first game, but was unable to
play the key points of the
match well. The Falcons also
lead 5-4 in the second game
and 5-2 and 6-5 in third.
BG coach Denise Van De
Walle said she didn't have the
answers to her team's inconsistency in the match.
"We lead at 13-11 in the first
game and we didn't put
enough pressure on for them
to make mistakes," Van De
Walle said. "We were not aggressive and just went into a
coast mode."
One sign of inconsistency
for the Falcons was their
passing. The team did not
pass very well up to the net in

order to get off a quick set
and spike. Falcon setter
Linda Popovich said she
didn't know why the team's
passing wasn't up to par.
"I don't know why the passing wasn't good, but I do know
that it was a factor in the
match," she said. "This team
is capable of passing well, but
didn't do it throughout the
match."
However, the Falcons poor
play might have been as a result of Notre Dame's strong
play. Van De Walle said she
was impressed with the manner in which the Fighting
Irish handled themselves on
the court.
"They played steady and
displayed no emotion during
the game," she said. "They
did the job at the net. Their
offense was much greater
than our defense."
As the coach said, the visitors' offense was the story.
The Irish powered for 74
kills and only 14 errors in 124
attempts for a .476 hitting
percentage. UND's hitting
unproved as the match progressed. They hit .364 in the
first game, .447 in the second
and a whopping .619 in the
third.
On the other hand, BG had
D See Volleyball, page 6.

BG News/Rob Upton
Bowling Green captain Lynne Mibert spikes the ball during the Falcons'
three-game loss to Moire Dame. Saturday in Anderson Arena.

Booters topple
E. Michigan, 3-1
by Al Franco
sports reporter

BG News/Mark Thalman
Bowling Green co-captain Kevin McGrath grimaces as he hits the ground
in an attempt to stop Eastern Michigan's Flavio Mazzaferro. The Falcons

won their seventh game of the season, beating the Hurons 31 at Mickey
Cochrane Field.

While Bowling Green football fans seemed to be hanging their
heads after leaving Perry Field Saturday, Falcon soccer fans held
their heads high as the team came away with its seventh win in eight
outings.
BG dominated play in a 3-1 '•Homecoming" victory against
Eastern Michigan at Mickey Cochrane Field.
The outcome was never in question as BG took control from the
opening kick-off. The Falcons outshot the Hurons 22-8, and, aside
from afew defensive mental lapses, the game was a mismatch.
Freshman forward Kyle Royer opened the scoring as he beat
Huron goalkeeper Jeff Metz at 15:42. The Huron defense was caught
out of positon as Rover was left alone in front of the net. Royer
blasted a drive past Metz and into the right side of the net. Junior
forward Tom Kasten notched the Falcons' second tally at 36:22 after
a good feed from backer John Felton. Felton found Kasten open to
the left of the Huron crease and Kasten flipped the ball over Metz'
head. The goal gave BG a 2-0 halftime lead.
EMU capitalized on a BG error to make the score 2-1. The Falcon
backers seemed hung up in trying score goals rather than prevent
them. On the EMU tally, the backers were caught up field in the
Huron zone when EMU midfielder Alan Sellinger sent a long pass to
Jussi Rautiainen.
Rautiainen took the pass and sprinted down field while the Falcon
defense struggled to get back. The defense couldn't catch up to Rautiainen as he beat BG goalie Mikey Loescher with a shot over his left
shoulder.
Falcon head coach Gary Palmisano said that he warned his squad
about getting caught up field.
"At halftime, I told them that they were going to get beat if no one
covers for the backers," Palmisano said. "I told them don't go forward, and the guy (Rautiainen) goes 80 yards and beats Mickey "
After the EMU goal, BG got back on track after an offensive break.
Kasten was pulled down by Huron midfielder Flavio Mazzaferro at
51:58 and was awarded a penalty kick.
EMU head coach Chris Corteg said the call was controversial.
"We hung in there and made it two to one." Corteg said. "I felt we
had the momentum. Then the referee took the game out of our hands
with that call."
□ See Soccer, page 6.
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Kasten 'kick' starts BG offense
by Al Franco
sports reporter

If Bowling Green's 3-1 win over
Eastern Michigan Saturday was any indication, the Falcon soccer team may
have found its trigger man.
BG has relied on its
defense thus far in 1987.
In five of its eight
games, only one goal
has been scored. Fortunately, they shut out
opponents in four of
those outings.
But after Saturdays'
game, one received the
sense things may be Kaiten
changing.

Forward Tom Kasten has put himself
in the position to pull the shooting trigger
and score for the Falcon booters. In BG's
victory over the Hurons, he tallied his
fourth and fifth goals to add to his season
scoring lead. Kasten has five goals for 10
points while freshman Kyle Royer is second with three goals and one assist for
seven points.

with nine goals, and 21st on the total point
chart with 25 points.
Granted, two of his goals came on penalty kicks in games against Dayton and
EMU, but Kasten also had BG's lone tally against national powerhouse Indiana
and has seemed to be in the right place at
the right time for the Falcons all season.

with "just" two goals, a mark of a good
goal-scorer. After scoring the gamewinner and again on a penalty kick,
Kasten had a chance for a third goal.
Just seconds after he booted in the penalty kick, Kasten found himself alone in
front of the EMU net. Huron goalie Jeff
Metz robbed him by making a diving
save.

It isn't even the midway point of the
season and Kasten has already surpassed his production of last season. Last
year, the junior from Mentor finished
third on the team in scoring with two
goals and four assists for eight points.

BG head coach Gary Palmisano attributes the production to Kasten's desire.

Kasten told his teammates back at the
bench he should have had three.

"Someone has to score," Palmisano
said. "Tom's had more playing time and
more touches on the ball. He's been
working hard, and he wants the ball."

"That should have been in," Kasten
said. "I waited too long."

The two goals Saturday put Kasten
20th on BG's all-time goal scoring list

Saturday Kasten didn't seem satisfied

McClure

D Continued from page 5.
Dykes (New York Jets), and defensive lineman Stu Tolle (Detroit
Lions).
While all of the afformentioned players have never been on an
NFL roster, all have had free agent tryouts. McClure, however, is
the only one who has been on an NFL squad. Playing for a non-union
team may be their only chance in making an NFI, team in the future.
McClure, however, does not feel being a "scab" is his last chance.
"If I knew I didn't have another chance to play in the NFL again
I'd be playing," he said. "I feel I can still play because I've had a
year ot exposure in the league. I feel I still have a future in the NFL.
McClure, however, may still play this year. And if he does, there is
considerable risk.
"There's no insurance; no incentives — these players are paid to
play and that's it," McClure said. "There are no benefits, so if they
get hurt they have to pay for everything."
Then there are the unknown risks. It remains to be seen if the
striking players' threats towards "scab" players are real or just idle
talk.
"It (crossing the picket line) will make some problems (with the
striking players)," McClure said. "But sometimes you've got to take
a chance.
"You've got to understand these guys don't have jobs. I don't think
it's right to cross the line, but by the same token you can't expect
these guys to sit around."
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Jester
D Continued from page 5.
half, BG could muster only 10
points as opposed to WMU's 17.
BG place-kicker Jason Zeller
fell snort on 50- and 48-yard
field-goal attempts, while tailback Mike McGee fumbled
away another golden opportunity.
The Falcons' only TD in the
half came via a Rich Dackin
quarterback option. After faking handoffs to fullback Mike
Otten and tailback Andre
Smith, Dackin scampered 22
yards into the end zone to tie
the score at 7-7.
Bronco running back Robert
Davis, who had earlier given
WMU a 7-0 lead on a 12-yard
score, followed a John Creek
21-yard field goal with his second score of the game, a 9-yard
jaunt up the middle.
"He's a real threat with the
ball," Bronco coach Al Molde
said of Davis who finished with
109 yards. "In the first half, he

Kasten may have been a little late in
that instance, but he has been right on
time for the Falcon offense this season.

had a lot of success with the
drawplay."
Zeller's 27-yard field goal
pulled BG to 17-10 to end the
half.
The Falcons' royal opportunities continued into the second
half.
After falling behind 20-10 late
in the third quarter, BG dug inside its bag of tricks and appeared to steal the game s
momentum away from the upstart Broncos.
With his team in punt formation, Otten snared the snap
from center and rumbled 59
yards downfield for a TD. The
skullduggery pulled BG to
within three points of WMU
and sent 18,054 sun-drenched
fans into a frenzy.
BG linebacker John Hunter
helped matters 15 seconds
later by intercepting a Dave
Kruse pass on the WMU
41-vard-line. The Falcons
looked as though they would
cash in once again.
But the Broncos' buck was
about to stop here.

MOUSINE*

TOLEDO, OHIO
(419) 389
"19

SPECIAL: MON THURS. 3 HOUR LIMO TIME WITH
COMPLIMENTARY BOTTLE OF
CHAMPAGNE, $30.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE TO
EITHER FRANK UNCLES. CHUCK MUERS.
DOMINICS. OR MICHELETTIS, AND A LONG
STEM VELVET ROSE FOR ONLY $105.00

BSCJUSC you y£sm)£ 33
BUSES AVAILABLE FOR CAMPUS EVENTS
Motor Coach Tour $39.50
Round trip leaving from Student Union
Belkin preferred seating & refreshments on board
Price includes: Concert tickets, bus & refreshments

Discussion with

Harold Moss

Tickets Available At

Director of Community for Creative Nonviolence's
Men's Shelter in Washington D.C.

on the

-HOM€L€SS-

BOWLING
GREEN

woodland moll

115 education Building
Thurs., Oct. 1
7:30 p.m.
CflNNCD FOOD DONATION fl€QU€ST€D FOR €NTRRNC€

*

cinema
R

Sponsored by: UNIT6D CHRISTIAN FCLLOUJSHIP
C€NT€R. P€flC€ COALITION. SOCIAL JUSTICC
COMMITT€€, SOCIOLOGY D€PT.. GRADUATC STUDCNT
SCNATC. HONORS STUDCNT ASSOC., MINORITV
PROGRAMS & ACTIVITICS

Phone ,\o
3540558

J

NO WAY OUT
•v i.r; • .
F.VE ? 15

PG-13
THE PICK-UP
ARTIST
SAT/SUN 1 20 3 30
EVE 7 15 9 35

PG-13
HOUSE II

G Continued from page 5.
Kasten beat Metz low to the
left hand comer for his second
goal of the game to ice the victory for the Falcons.
D D D

BG travels to South Bend, Ind.
today to take on Notre Dame.
The Fighting Irish are 9-0-1 and
are ranked third behind Indiana
and Akron in the latest ISSA
Great Lakes Region Soccer Poll.
The teams have played common
opponents in Indiana and Detroit. BG lost to Indiana by the
score of 3-1, but defeated Detroit
2-1. The Irish won both matches,
defeating IU 4-3 in overtime and
crushing UD 7-1.
Palmisano said that his squad
will have to improve on its performance Saturday if it wants to
beatND.

Three plays later, a surging
Aaron Milton led a WMU blitz.
Dackin suffered a 10-yard sack
and, worse yet, a sprained
right ankle which sidelined
him for the remainder of the
game.
"I knew their defense would
be trouble, but I didn't think
they would jump all over our
passing game like they did,"
Ankney said.
The sack broke BG's back as
the Broncos went on to score 14
of the game's next 17 points.
"We had all the momentum
there and we couldn't do anything with it," Ankney said.
"Western did a good job of
hanging in there when things
were going bad for them and
we didn't take advantage of the
big chances that we got."
Kruse, who finished with 229
yards on 17 completions, upped
WMU's lead to 27-17 on a
17-yard touchdown pass to David Belle.
A second 27-yard field goal
by Zeller brought the score to
27-20.

But a last ditch effort to
catch the Broncos with 1:54 left
in the game was thrown away
when WMU safety Brian Johnson intercepted an Eric Smith
pass and returned it 35 yards
tor a score.
Smith later threw a 17-yard
touchdown pass to Mark Bonders with seven seconds left in
the game but a Zeller onside
kick was recovered by WMU's
Bruce Boyko.
Afterwards, Molde was
Sateful for the win which put
e Broncos at 1-0 in the MAC
and 2-2 overall.
"I thought we played a very
gutsy baflgame, WMU's rookie coach said. "We had a lot of
big plays and good plays in
tough situations. We had some
mistakes, but so did Bowling
Green."
Dackin, who is questionable
for Saturday's game against
Arizona in Tuscon, passed for
118 yards on 13 completions before leaving the game. Smith
threw 14 completions for 144
yards in relief of BG's starter.

Volleyball

Irish junior middle blocker
Mary Kay Waller made 18 kills
and had a .500 percentage. She
added seven digs and five
blocks.
Bowling Green was lead by
senior outside hitter Jo Lynn
Williamson and Popovich.
Williamson had 16 kills and 8
errors in 36 attempts for a .222
percentage, and made 15 digs.
Popovich passed out 32 assists,
made three service aces and had
nine digs.
ND coach Art Lambert said he
was surprised at the three game
domination his team had.
"It's always difficult to play
Bowling Green and I'm delighted to have won in three," he
said. "We've never done this before against them. We usually go
four or five game matches and
have to fight to the bitter end."
Senior co-captain Lynne
Nibert said any team goes
through periods of inconsistency.
"Every team will have their
S> and downs. Things can't go
ght all the time. We'll just
have to work on being more stable and consistent."

D Continued from page 5.
only 46 kills and 28 errors in 124
attempts for a dismal .138 hittin gpercentage.
ND was lead by outside hitter
Zanette Bennett, who had 17
kills and a .600 percentage. The
junior also contributed 12 digs
and four blocks.

with Los Lobos & Little Steven
Tuesday - October 6th
Cleveland Stadium

Soccer

Hotel Hairstyling
107 S. Main St.

SAT/SUN 1 10
EVE 9 30

I?

THE
PRINCIPAL

THF. POl'RTII
PROTOCOL

HELLRAISER

SAJ/SUN 1 15 3 20
EVE 6 50 9 20

SAT/SUN 1 10 3 35
EVE 7 05 9 30

SAT/SUN 1 00 3 15
EVE 7 00 9 45

guys and gals we are having a
holding perm special for you
just $28.00 without a cut or
$30.00 with a cut

Call 352-4810

))

within walking distance from campus

fospitality Management
Any
Volunteers?
The LINK Criiit Center Needs Toull
Caring people are needed to assist persons
experiencing a problem or crisis.
Make a Difference

Call Today: 352-1545
or come in to the LINK at 525 Pike Street.
No prior experience necessary-training is provided.
Deadline for Fall Applications: October 2, 1987

Fall Training Begins October 13.1987.
Give Your Community a Hand!

Society

Raffle

Win Prizes!
Weekend Package for Two at...
Hotel Sofitel or The Holiday InnFrench Quarter or The New Radisson
or
Win dinner for two at the New
Stingers or Sundance
tickets on sale in the BA lobby
Sept. 28 - Oct. 2 10-2 daily
donation $1.00
Drawing: Tuesday, October 6, 1987

lowryrown, mc
downi'
Proudly Presents

K€NNV R€€V€S
every Wednesday 9:30-1:30
Playing the hits from the
60's & 70's
NO COVER

GREAT DRINK SPECIALS

September 29,1987 7

Harriers drop two to MO

BG improves at tourney
by Adam Cam pial
sports reporter

Although the Bowling Green
women golfers finished 11th
out of 16 teams at the Lady
Northern Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament in Columbus this
past weekend, they showed
significant improvement over
their previous tournament in
Wisconsin.
Ohio State won the tourney
with a score of 927. BG finished
with a total of 986, 48 strokes
lower than their outing at the

Lady Badger Invitational last
weekend.
BG had a consistent performance at the tourney in
having a first-round score of
329 followed by a 329 and 331 in
the next two rounds. Unfortunately for BG, the other teams
kept improving.
Ingrid Lundblad led BG with
a score of 233 for a third-place
finish. On the par 73 course,
Lundblad shot rounds of 77,75,
and 81. Kelly Strickland tied
for 39th with a score of 247.
Other BG finishers were Gloria Holmes and Rena Fried-

Otten
D Continued from page 5.
down in the third quarter. Incidentally, it was the
senior's first-ever rushing TD.
"Mike Otten is a tough, hard-nosed football
player and he made a great play today (the touchdown run)," Falcon head coach Moe Ankney said.
"I'm pleased with his performance, but I'm not
surprised. He's been that kind of player since I've
known him."
But Otten's claim to fame Saturday was not running 59 yards f or a TD. It was how he did it.
The fake punt was called on a fourth down and
three with the ball resting on BG's 41 and the Falcons' trailing 20-10 with aoout 3:30 left in the third
period.
"I thought we needed some kind of lift, some
kind of spark," Ankney said. "Our offense wasn't
getting much done and the defense was starting to
wear down.
"We had practiced the fake punt all week.. .and
we just took a gamble to try and gain us some momentum. It worked, but we did not take advantage
of that momentum after we got it."
The fake was set up perfectly — everything went
exactly as planned. BG had its usual punt formation with seven men on the line, two more men behind the guards and Otten behind one of them on
the right side.
"They (WMU) had a 10-man front and thenthree inside guys always pulled out," Otten said. "
We figured we should be able to get a first down
with the way they pull their people out."
So the ball was snapped and punter Mark Bongers gave an Emmy award-winning performance
by leaping into the air with outstretched arms as if
the ball had been snapped over his head. The
Bronco players came storming in only to find the
punter had pulled a fast one.

line, who both shot 261, while
Freshman Heidi Wright shot at
269.
"I saw some general improvement in the team's
play," Falcon coach Greg Nye
said. "Ingrid played very,
very well and gained respect
among the other golfers."

by Don Hensley
sports reporter

Falcon captain Laura
Broadbent injured her wrist in
the tournament and is questionable for next weekend
when BG travels to Lansing,
Mich, to play in the Michigan
State Fall Invitational Classic.

Meanwhile, long-snapper Scott Beckley had
centered the ball to Otten who was already making
his way through a gaping hole. After breaking into
the open field untouched, there was only WMU's
return man, Harry Curry, between Otten and the
goal line.
"I didn't know what was going on," Curry said.
"He was about 30 yards down the field before I
realized he had the ball. By that time there were
four or five blockers around him.
"I really had no chance — I was outnumbered."
But Otten needed no help, this was a solo mission. Otten, not a man of many words, proved he is
also not a man of many moves either.
Instead of attempting to put a move on Curry,
Otten continued to barrel straight ahead like a
runaway tank.
In doing so, Otten reinforced of one of the most
basic geometric rules: the shortest distance between two points is a straight line.
Unfortunately, geometry was the furthest thing
from the mind of the 5-10,175-pound Curry when he
met the 6-0,235-pound Otten at the 25-yard line.
"I just tried to get in front of him," Curry said.
"I squared up and tried to tackle him, but he just
dipped his shoulder and got by me."
Otten did not just get by Curry, he ran over,
through and on Curry. "Mercy" had to the furthest
thing from Otten's mind when he delivered the
kindof blow that would knock most horses over. It
was the stuff highlight films are made of.
"I'm not the quickest guy in the world so I just
run, and I just tried to run him over," Otten said.
"I didn't have too much room on the sideline to
make a move anyway, so I just put my shoulder
down and tried to hit him."
And did he ever. In fact, it was the only real
"hit" of the afternoon for Falcon fans. And by a
fullback, nonetheless.

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING
Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

15199 Grove Rd.

216-54R-4511

The Bowling Green men's and
women's cross country teams
took one step backward in their
quest for the MAC title this
weekend.
Coach Sid Sink's harriers
were soundly defeated this
weekend in a dual meet against
Miami. The men were scalped
by the Redskins 15-45, while the
women lost a close one 25-32.
The women were led by senior
Bonnie Ramsdell who posted a
time of 18:21 in the 5,000 meters.
This was good enough for a first
place finish overall, and was
also the second best time in the
history of the Miami course. BG
graduate Sara Collas holds the
record with a time of 17:50 in
1985.
Senior Kathy Kubicki helped
pace the Falcons with a personal
best of 18:42 which enabled her
to finish second overall. Also
aiding the BG cause was sophomore Mary Louise Zurbach and

freshman Laura Schultes who
finished eighth and ninth respectively.
Sink was displeased with the
result, but was quick to point out
the performances of his top two
runners.
"Bonnie and Kathy both ran
very strong races even though
Bonnie is still not 100 percent,"
Sink said. "Kathy showed good
determination and the will it
takes to be a top competitor."
Although Ramsdell and Kubicki ran good races, the women
were beaten due to a lackluster
performance from the runners
three through seven. This has
been the problem spot for the
lady harriers all season.
"We really need runners three
through seven to come on in
these next few weeks," Sink
said. " They are getting closer
and are continuing to improve
every week, thev should be
about ready to make a big showing in these next few weeks."
The men, on the other hand,
were left defenseless against the
relentless Miami attack. With-

out the two captains, Mike
McKenna and Todd Nichols, the
Falcons were left with a very
inexperienced squad.
It didn't get any better when
freshman Dan Fuuner was pulled out of the race by Sink when
he suffered a calf injury. The
best the Falcons could do was a
sixth place finish by junior John
Hickman with a time of 32:39.
Senior Brock Merriam finished the 10,000 meter course in
a time of 33:15 which was good
enough for eighth place. The
only bright spot for the men was
the performance of freshman
Jon Monheim who finished ninth
with a time of 33:19.
"We did not run well at all,"
Sink said. "We really lacked the
confidence and mental toughness we needed to do well
against Miami.
"We really need to come right
back in practice this week.
McKenna and Nichols will both
be ready to supply the leadership we need right now."

Tagliai's Pizza
945 Soulh Mam Street
352-7571

Laxers win again
The Bowling Green club lacrosse team won its second
consecutive game over the
weekend, defeating Wright
State, 10-1. The game, which
pitted WSU's starting squad
against BG's 'B' team.
The Falcons' leading scorer
was Steve Mott, with three
goals, followed by Tom Fisher with two goals. Nate An-

derson, Dennis Noll, Steve
Scheuerle, Joe Lombardi,
and Mark Card each added
singles. Freshman Geoff
Knapp had three assists.
Goalkeeper Mark Shark had
16 saves for a shot/save percentage of 951 . This weekend, BG travels to West Lafayette, Ind. to play in the
Boilermaker Lacrosse
Classic.

J It'ory tjood Carry Out 'Dial
Wilh Ihil coupon
CROISSANT of Your Choice
CricfctrV Egg. Tuni. or M«m S«l*d*.
H.m & CtiMM or RoaH &•#

Tt*J

! A reusable plaslic Coke filled Mug

j Only $2.50 (S3.50 Value!)
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you re part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer, If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O Box 7713,
Clifton. NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

Garrettsville. Ohio 44231

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

A

TOL€DO'
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CLUB

Sure.(hereare other schoob Butwtry
srtle' Kaplan helps students raise their
scores and then chances of being admtr
led into I heir first choice schools, racl is,
no one has helped st udents score higher'

APPEARING FROM BALTIMORE

MIKE SULLIVAN-IRWIN
SHOWTIME AND ADMISSIONS:

iKAPLAN

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY — 9:00 / $3.00
FRIDAY — 8:00 & 10:30 ( $5.00

sium M. urua aaunoMi M o»

SATURDAY - 8:00 & 10:30 ( $5.00

WEDNESDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT
Admission only $1.00
'with this ad
it #•
-fc

CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS: 865-6828
5319 Heatherdowns Blvd (Just Waal of RaynoMa)

WHAT IF YOU DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD SCHOOL
OF YOUR CHOICE?

V

Claisei terming for Dae. * Jan
Exami
LSAT claitei begin Oct. 4
GMAT cla««e« begin Oct. 12
ORE clam, begin Sepf 29
call 536-3701 for more details
3550 Secor Road, TOLEDO

EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX

Sigma Chi Fraternity

MOVED?
or changed your name?
Have you moved or changed your name
since the Last Election?
You must inform the Board of Elections
of your change of address or name to keep
your registration records current
Send this coupon before October 5, 1987

X

announces its fall 1987
active members

To: WOOD COUNTY BOARD OF ELECTIONS
Courthouse) Square, Bowling Green, OH 43402
rVl D I have moved. Please change my registration records.
My previous oddress was:
Htmm
N«•**•• •"•J t»Mt

Dave Bednarski
Steven Callistis
Chris Cheuvront
Doug Chorpenning
Todd DeRosa
Jeff Farthing
Dave Herrick

Kevin Horten
Eddie Kozaveric
Shawn Maguire
Paul Reider
Ken Rider
Allen Schubert
Stephen Scheuerle

a* can

X
My present address is:

EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX EX

Phon.

*•••»>•
EStEfSMitiwMi

a* Ma

X

x

#2 O 1 have changed my name:
J5mm ■»■»

Congratulations!

X

»'«a*<-» »*•—a>

X
«*....••

p*»«.

Classifieds
Future Food Professionals Meeting
TuM Sept 29
7 00 PM
Domtmc'e Representative Will Be
Recruiting lor Internship Positions

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

AIM: PCO. Journalism. HTVF «nd English
majors
WICI « welcoming new and past members
Cal Magan al 354-2327 <x me office al
372-2138 (Of more information
Rutti Otscamp wil be spaalong to WICI on
"Votca anad Communlcation,• on Wed . Oct 7
at 8 PM m 114 Education Merk you) calendar
Now

WOMEN S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St.. Toledo
Ottering
gynecological services S pregnancy termination
by licensed physician including
prenatal
obstetrics, pregnancy testing Pap test (for cervical cancer). VD screening birth control Info.
Tube! LtgafJon, termination ol pregnancy uf.
through 10 weeks (special rate* lor students
By appointment 1-241-2471

Golden Key National Honor Society
Meeting 9-30-87
13 BA Building 7 30
International Relations Organization .1 meet
Tuesday. September 29 al 7.00 PM m room
200 Hayes The IR O promotes social,
cultural, and poetical interaction between and
among students, faculty, and staff who are interested m international events and issues

•" "Be A Campus Big Brother'"'
to a local area youth
Meeting Wed Sept 30 7 30 PM
Second Floor Lounge Student Services
For more information Call
'"Don Pattison 372-1256*"*

Noontime Lecture Sorts*
Tuee . Sept 29 Noon-1 00 PM
Main Lounge. Off-Campus Student Center
Joann Kroe-Drrector. University Placement Service* wfj speak on Job Interviewnng skies

•Attention Al Education Mates''
ACE meeting TONIGHT at
7 00 m 200 Moseiey Hal

Social Awareness Wee*
'Intimacy in Relationships''
-come to the Cubbyhole Lounge of Offenhauer
Towers to hear Father Herb of St Thomas More
spoek about male-lemele relationships
-Tonight 7 00-relreshmente served

ARTS AND SCIENCES STUDENTS
OONT BE LEFT OUT
ADVANCE REGISTER
OCTOBER 5 18
ATTENTION PMHJ MEMBERS
The lirst Chapter meeting we* be TODAY at
4:30 to 6 PM in the Living Center-Home Ec
BuaVJng This * your chance to loin your leftow
members m a Pizza party, last and get Involved
in committees. Drop by anytime during the
meeting
BG

8 September 29,1987

NEWS

MEETING FOR VOLUNTEER
REPORTERS"
EVER* SUNDAY AT 8 PM IN 210 WEST HALL
CALL 372-2603 FOR MORE INFORMATION
BYOB
Interested m starting your own business7 Come
hear Dr Harold Lunde speak on entrepreneurship
September 30. 1987
101 BA 7 30 PM
Be Your Own Boss
CRIMINAL

JUSTICE ORGANIZATION
MEETING
302 HANNA. TUFS . SEPT 29 AT 8 00
GUEST SPEAKER KEITH KLEWER
IRS CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS DIVISION

•••OORDON HAMaT"
Thank you for sharing your time for me this peat
week It was wonderful11 look forward for more
In the future. How wil I be able to say good-bye
again? (wtmper-aigh) II never forget Wednesday or Saturday It was so tun11 love you
Tut HAPPIEST Qim. IN THE WORLD
••ATTN: BOWLING GREEN FACULTY"
R.S.V.P a for me Greek Faculty Reception are
due tomorrow. We encourage you to attend
• 'BALLOON SALE"
ORDERS TAKEN SEPT 28 TO OCT 2 IN THE
UNION-HELIUM AND HEART MYLAR
BALLOONS
DELIVERY OCTOBER 5TH
SPONSORED BY GAMMA PHI BETA

THE OBSIDIAN. BG S MINORITY
NEWSPAPER WILL HOLD AN OAGANIZA
IIONAL MEETING WEDNESDAY AT 6 PM IN
THE WEST HALL COMMONS IF UNABLE TO
ATTEND. CONTACT JARED WADLEY AT
372-2603

"Get Turned en"
To WFAL'a Revolution In Nock Radio
Countdown: 3 Days
"WFAL's Revolution In Rock Redlo"
Countdown 3 Days tor the
Al Student Turn-On

LOST & FOUND

'Jackie James'
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
1 week late.
To my Beta Buddy
Who sure is great'
PI Phi love and mine1
Karen

LOST
Dark brown Buxton wallet Has sentimental
value If found, please return1 No questions
asked
Cal 354-5610
LOST 24 ADD-ABEAD NECKLACE BET
WEEN ASHLEY > UBRARY ON THE 23RD
SENTrMETNAL VALUE" 24058
LOST: SET OF KEYS TUES SEPT 22 BET
WEEN 8-9 30 PM ON THE OUTSIDE STEPS
OF EPPLER SOUTH IT IS A SET OF 4 KEYS
WITH AN ORANGE BGSU KEY CHAIN WILL
THE JOGGERS THAT PICKED THEM UP
PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL1 THANKS! CALL
LAURA AT 353-1873

'TERESA JOYCE*
Chi Omega wishes you
the best birthday ever'
1977 Ptymcuth Station wagon 4-door Body in
good shape, replaced transmission, new
starter on-fifler changed, spark plugs cleaned
Good heater lor winter Body in good condition
Over 100.000 mans S250 (no less) Call
655-3222
Ad Club
Ad Club
Meeting Weds Sept 30
Ken Probal of Carnbel-Mithun.

SERVICES OFFERED

Divestment, apartheid, racism-PSO Meeting tonight 8 PM
UCF Center, Thurstm & Ridge
All are welcome*
Don't Sleep through 'Sleeper""
Woody Alen and the Three Stooges1
Tonight at 7 30 in the Honors Center (below
Kretacner Cafeteria)
Free and open to an Sponsored by the Honors
Student Association

PERSONALS

Speaker
Chicago
7 30 PM Ice Arena lounge
'Happy Hours at Uptown after this meeting
REMEMBER Dues deedlne is Oct 1

ABORTION
Morning after treatment
Personal a Private
Center lor Choice II <
Toledo 419-255-7769
TYPING SERVICES lor al types of papers using
Xero* Memorywrrter 352-3987 from 8 AM to
9PM

ADOPTION Professional couple with a good
marriage wants to adopt a baby We wil pay
medical expenses Contact our attorney. Mr
Fisher, al (419)599-1010 Al dealings w> be
strictly confidential

Jueidau Special

Adoption Couple happily married 8 years with
much love and security to otter wiartee to adopt
white newborn Al expanse* paid, confidential,
cal coesct 914-821-1152.
ADOPTION COUPLE HAPPILY MARRIED 8
YEARS WITH MUCH LOVE AND SECURITY TO
OFFER WISHESSTO ADOPT WHITE
NEWBORN ALL EXPENSES PAID. CONFIDENTIAL CALL COLLECT 914821 1152

PI PHI ANN MORLOCK
NOW LETS TRY AGAIN-CONOflATULATIONS
ON YOUR ENGAGEMENT TO U.C. BETA
KEVIN KEATING! AGAIN. BEST OF LUCK TO
BOTH OF YOU LOVE YOUR SISTERS OF PI
BETA PHI

DART PLAYERS
5th Annual League Now Forming
Starts October 12m. Monday nights 7 PM -r 9
PM Four person teams, novices wetcmme
Sign up In person at Purceir a Bike Shop 131
W Wooster 352-6264 Deadfene lor sign-up
Oct 9ln
DAVE ORIFFINO
I Love You"
Betsy
Detsa Mason i Brad Fisher:
It hasn't been long since you've been going
outAnd now I have a reason to shoutI want to make sure that everyoneKnows that you two nave such tun!
And now that the day Is finally hereI want to celebrate and cheer'
Only I could have guessed
HAPPY ENGAGEMENT'
I wish you the best"

PuPPy.
Happy 19m! Don't take showers without your
key or with strange men like In the past Beware
th» is a good time lor Chris' revenge ha-ha
Anna! Bubs
StgEpsll
Thanks lor a lernlic time el the
Sigma Phi Epsllon-Phl Mu Cookout.
We had lots ol fun You guys are great BPhl
Mus and Stg Eps are a super pair'
Love.
The Phi Mus
STEVE DALEY
CONGRATULATIONS ON A GREAT RUSH
THANKS FROM ALL THE BROTHERS
BULA! BULA!
PROUD TO BE A PIKE

Do you need to party?
Help us celebrate—
Join WFAL Frl Oct 2 4 00-9 00 PM
at uptown (or Happy HoursSpecial prices 4 lots ol giveaways
Help Klck-olf the cable connection!!!
EVERY WEDNESDAY AT DOWNTOWN
MUSIC S LAUGHTER
WITH KENNY REEVES
NO COVER
GAMMA PHI BHA
BALLOON SALE
GAMMA PHI BETA
BALLOON SALE

To My Roommres ot 319 Pike Street
Thanks for letting "G" be our 8th roommate lor
a week' You are al so understanding Thanks
lor being so great'
Love.
Lor

Gets
I errfend my deepest gratutlde to you lor accepting my krvalier at Uptown on Saturday night
You've meant more to me these last two weeks
■■-McGroovy
Glna, Gins. Gins.
Wei. what can I say? Come on now, as early as
10:30 Good thing Mario wasnt there or your
probably would not have even made It out In
pubec
PD
P S I'l get the rest ol you girls

Krmberlyn Forte- Vou did a great tob tins
lal don't give up We know you & Caroline
have great things in store lor the future LSI.
Your Alpha Pert Sisters
KYLE ROYER
(Special K)
Happy 3 months' I miss you1 Wish I could be
there See ya this weekend
love.
Susan
P S Keep ptayin' the lottery'

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" Of 2" (da
1" (8 line maximum) $5.85
2" (16 line minimum) $11.70

The BG News reserves trie right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising in The News The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose ot this policy is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing fo individuals or organizations

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM

FOR SALE
'82 Toyota Cornea FR5 In good condition
J3000 or best offer Cal354-7610atter 5PM
1968 Plymouth Good student or go-to-work
car Asking $250 Cal Brad 372-2358
1978 Camaro Low miles $2,300 Air Good
Condition' 874-4079
1980 Suzuki GSL 850 new oil cooler Low
meegge plus accessories $ 1600 or best offer.
352-6091
2 BR APARTMENT ON SIXTH ST AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY HEAT S WATER FREE FOB
MORE INFO CALL 352 4986
29 Gallon Aquarium Includes Hester, fitterpump, rocks and plants, florescent lighted top
and screen top $95 10 Galon Aquarium Bottle and screen top $25 Cal Scott 354-3440

la II True You Can Buy Jeeps lor $44 through
the U S government? Get the tacts today' Cal
1-312-742-1142 Ext 1794
Panasonic stereo with cassette player, turntable, speakers In very good condition $75 or
best offer 352-7299
Red couch and 2 matching chairs, red lamp,
eed table, bedroom char, kitchen chair, green
carpet, tan carpet carpet peddtng. dishwasher,
exercise bench, mattress ft springs, large iron
kettle See and make otter 352-5572 alter 6
PM
SCHWINN TRAVELER. 10 speed Cardinal
Red. Excellent Condition. Includes Citadel
Lock. Price $135 Cal Thomas, 354-3942.
alter 5.00 PM

Turn-on to WFAL
for Happy Hours Friday Oct 2
al Uptown-4 00 9 00 PM
Help Kick-Oil the Cable Connection
VOLUNTEER NEEDED lor lirst annual biathlon
Saturday. October 10 Plan to attend one ol the
following volunteer meetings Sept 29 or 30 at
8 PM in the SRC Conference room AH
volunteers will receive s bmhlon T-Shlrts.
For more information, cal 372-7482

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apartments close to campus lor
$350 per ntor.tr. plus etectnc. cal 352-7162
lor information
2 BEDROOM HOUSE AVAIL IMMED
CURRENTLY VACANT
UP TO 3 PEOPLE
ONLY $345 A MO. TOTAL
1$T MONTH FREE RENT
CALL 353-8409 OR OCMB 4030

WANTED
Ful-trme sales derk 4-5 nights per week
30-39 hours Apply m person at Mike's Party
Mart, South Mam St B G on Thurs Oct 1 and
FrtdayOct 2 between the hours ol 8 AM-2 PM

Why rent? Buy this 1972. 14' X 84 3 bdrm
mobile home Payments less than rent Cal
352-4458 after 5 PM

HELP WANTED
Child care needed m my Perrysburg home lor 2
chldren ages 4 1 -2 and 1 Hours needed 8 30
AM to 4 PM Mon-Fri Must have references
B742391
FREE • Trip to Daytona plus commission
money Going lo Florida? Go for free Take advantage ot promoting the No 1 Spring Break
trip It interested can Designer's ol Travel
1-800-453-9074 Immediately1
High-energy Individuals needed lor all
positions-18 years ot age and older-no experience necessary *ki train-talk to us about
car-pooling
Henry Js Nightclub
1532 S Byrne Road. Toledo
Apply alter 8 30 PM Wed-SunOay

Tonite is
popcorn nite
All popcorn Is Vi price!!

ISA

USA

USA

USA

CO-OP CORNER
COMPUTER SCIENCE
CO-OP NIGHT
Are you interested in working lor Texas Instruments. UNISYS. Chern-cal Abstracts. Census Bureau, or Eastman Kodak? II so. come lo
our C.S Co-op Night on Thursday. Oct 1 at
700 PM tn 102 Psychology and learn more
DOOR PRIZES"
TOLEDO company needs Soph or Junior CS or
MIS major to work part-time starting NOW Pays
$6 00-hr Cal Co-op Omce at 372-2451

USA

USA

USA

MSA

USA

CONGRATULATIONS
4ft

PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News wil not be responsible tor error daf to illegibly or incomplete information Please come to 214
West Hall immediately il there is an error m your ad The BG News will not be responsible tor typographical
errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions

We have work In apertments lor college oirts on
ry CM 352 2858

FOR SALE
Light Blue Honda Accord (1982) Good
condition--new brakes, new struts, new wiring.
ft new stereo Asking $4300 (very negotiable)
Cal 353 7020 Ask lor Rob

THE KEY YEARBOOK STAFF IS LOOKING
FOR ENTHUSIASTIC SALES REPRESENTATIVES. BE A PART OF A WINNING TEAM.
CONTACT THE KEY OFFICE 372-8086 OR
CHRIS KINGSTON, SALES MANAGER
354-4»2»

-Classified InformationMail-ln Form

RATES: per ad are 65- per kne Si 95 minimum
50* entra per ad lor bold type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line

WAITRESS PART TIME 1 WEEKENDS
APPLY BETWEEN 2 4. MONFRI
APPLY AT ELKS LODGE
200 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD

Pi Phi Jane Dtsa- Congratulations on your
peering to your "dam great independent" Tim
Jones'!
The Sisters ol PI Beta Prv

^Jne f-^owaer [ uff

DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication, 4 p.m.
(TTie BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

Restaurant Chel-Prep Cook
Detcaleaaen Help ful and pan time. Apply in
person Syd > Diane s. f OS Weal 5m SI Perrysburg

BETH ANN MACK
I am so elated that you're my big' Whey you
blew out the candle (or at least when you tried
tot), I couldn't have been happier You're the
best sis ever1
THANKS FOR EVERYTHING' I LOVE YOU!
ALL MY KD LOVE.
YOUR UL' SIS
TAMMY

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S FLAG
FOOTBALL SEPT
30. WOMEN'S FLAG
FOOTBALL-OCT
I, FRATERNITY ICE
HOCKEY-OCT 5, ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 4 00
PM IN 108 REC CENTER

,— The BG News

Management Trainee Position Avesabte lor
specialty food srevtce Apply in person Syd A
Diane's. 105 Weal 5m St Perrysburg

OX PRODUCTIONS
DJ'S AND TUNES FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY
REASONABLE RATES-WILL TRAVEL
CALL TIM 154-4031

Asst. Styles - Colors
S.M.L

525 Ridge St.

HIRING' Qovmt
Jobs-in your area
$15,000-88,000 Cal 602-838-8885 Ext
4244

Belated Congatutetions to Annette Loaey end
Steve Brewer on their PI Phl-Phl Psi lavalenrigi
Love, your PI Phi sisters

HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE?
For al your shipping needs
Federal Express. U P.S
A-Z Data Center 352-5042

Tuesday Eve. Open til 9:00 p.m.

HIRING! GOVMT
JOBS -Your area.
»15,000-88,000 Cal (802! 838-8885 EXT
4244

NEE0 HELP?
Typing-Word Processing
Document Storage on Diskette
Resumes
plus many more servlcst
A-Z Data Center 352-5042

Batter Up!
The Alpha Delta Pi Alpha Sigma Phi Softball
Tourney is coming Oct 3rd Register today
Cal 23407

SWEATER SWEATS

30%o«

LAMOA CHI ALPHA
Congratulations on your 2 scholastic awards
Way to go'
Love.
Ann

War at its worst.
Men at their best

HAMBURGER
■
HILL
"Nightly at 7:30 & 9:30"

to the
1987-1988
HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
FRESHMEN REPRESENTATIVES
Activities
Communications
Fundraising
Newsletter
HSA

USA

USA

I ISA

Bryan Meeks
Michael Pikering
B.J. Barber
Dave Gambone
HSA

HSA

HSA

HSA

X

>

HSA

.Phone#

Name .
Address __
.
Social Security # or Account #
(For billing purposes only)

Please print your ad clearly. EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

INXS I**
Sunday, Oct. 18,1987
Show starts at 7:30p.m.
ANDERSON ARENA
Reserved Seats: $11.00

Classification in which you with your ad to appear:
Wanted

Campus 1 City Events"

_

Lost & Found

_

Help Wanted

_

For Sale
For Rent

Rides
Services Ottered
Personals

'

•Campus/City Event ads art published tree ot charge tor one day lor a non-profit event ot meeting only

Date* ol insertion

Total number of daya to appear

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

FRI./SAT. OCT 2 G 3RD
210 MSC MIDNIGHT
• 1.50 ADMISSION

FALL FEST
AFTERMATH

Tickets go on sale Sept.
B30th at the Student Services "(Howard) Fall Fest
Has you really juiced!"
Forum
Tricia
from 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
"The little outhouse on
LIMITED 3 Tickets with the soccer (rugby) field."
Brian

VALID BGSU ID

OPENING ACT TO BE
ANNOUNCED

FRI./SAT. OCT 2 & 3RD
210 MSC MIDNIGHT
• 1.50 ADMISSION

WUTHERING
HEIGHTS
Thurs. Oct. 1
Gish Theater/Hanna Hall
8:oop.m.

